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MANIFESTING YOUR DESTINY 

Use this grid to assess the balance of your day-to-day thought affirmations.


Are you 50% Positive / 50% negative? If so your thoughts will equally attract and repel your 
intended ‘manifest goal’. At the end of the day your affirmation is going to manifest at the far 
right end of your timeline: i.e. never.


Are you affirming a Powerhouse 90% > 10% ratio? If so your affirmation is going to manifest 
far closer to NOW than if your ratio is 60% > 40%. But either way it WILL manifest, eventually. 
The key is to keep vigilantly watching your ‘casual thoughts’ and cultivating your ‘intentional 
thoughts’.






SONNETS CALENDAR 

Here's a standard 365-day calendar.




But Shakespeare wrote 154 sonnets… so how are they mapped onto a 365-day calendar?


Following you’ll see the whole 154 sonnets sequence superimposed onto the standard 365-
day calendar.




Note that after June 3rd, the 154th day of the year, the sequence repeats for another 154 
sonnets (ending at November 4th).


It resumes again at November 5th and continues to the end of the year.


In this way Shakespeare manages to assign a sonnet number to any day of the year he wants 
to comment upon.


______________________________


Shakespeare’s Baptism Date is registered at Holy Trinity Church, Stratford, as April 26, 1564.


His ‘birth-date’ has been calculated backwards from that date and thus he is historically 
assumed to have been born on April 23rd… the Feast Day of St. George, patron saint of 
England.


Edward de Vere is historically assumed to have ‘died’ June 24th, 1604… the Feast Day of St. 
John the Baptist, patron saint of Royal Arch Freemasons.


Shakespeare’s ‘baptism’ date, April 26th, corresponds to Day 116 of the year. 






When we look up Sonnet 116 in the original 1609 printing, what do we see?


It’s the only incorrectly numbered sonnet. And its last couplet reads:


“If this be error and upon me proved 
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.” 

In other words the poet is telling us this is NOT an error. The Number has been mis-printed 
intentionally to telegraph that if Sonnet 119 is incorrect - then the date it corresponds to is 
incorrect. And the date it corresponds to is Shakespeare’s baptism date.


The poet tells us in line 5: “it is an ever FIXED mark”. In other words the date has been FIXED. 
April 26th is 4:26.(And thus Shakespeare’s birthdate - calculated from this - is also FIXED.) 

Only two other sonnets contain the word “FIXED”.  One is Sonnet 21. And as you can see 
above Sonnet 21 (in the 2nd go-round of the sonnets sequence) corresponds to Day 175 of the 
year — June 24th. The day Oxford ‘died’. The poet is clearly telling us it too has been FIXED. 
June 24th is 6:24. 

The mirror-imagery of 426 / 624 is at the heart of the entire encoding of the Shakespeare 
mystery.


 



The other sonnet that contains the word FIXED is Sonnet 101. I shall not be going into its 
significance today as its rather lengthy. Suffice to say it points to the structure of the Great 
Pyramid and ultimately reveals Oxford’s likely ‘fixed’ birth-date!


THE SONNETS ‘PYRAMID’ STRUCTURE 

The 154 Sonnets make no sense if we only see them in their ‘linear’ structure. 


Only when we arrange them from the bottom upwards into a PYRAMID structure do their 
various sections make sense:




There are TWO sonnets at the pyramidion, however. Sonnets 153 and 154 - called the “Bath” 
Sonnets.


Is this a mistake? Does it spoil the perfect triangular number (153) shape?


Not at all. In fact it improves the whole metaphor because the two are basically the SAME 
sonnet, phrased differently. They speak of Light/Dark, Sun/Moon, Male/Female, Heat/Cold. 
They are referencing the ALCHEMICAL BATH - wherein the alchemy of transformation (of the 
human ego into the Divine Soul) is accomplished.


And so we see the poet is clearly creating a Sonnets Structure that serves as a visual metaphor 
for the entire spiritual journey of man… from Procreation (Genesis)— through Fair Youth (the 
trials of the ego in delusion of earthly existence) — through Dark Lady (the final challenges of 
renouncing earthly attachments) — to the ultimate pyramidion of Bath (the Alchemical 
balancing of all opposite tendencies and opposing forces of Creation).




Of course, along the journey, the poet is revealing many Truths through structural placement of 
certain sonnets:




Sonnet 113 for instance, is at the very CENTRE of the pyramid structure.


That’s non-negotiable, of course - it’s just geometrically inevitable based on the structure of a 
153 Triangular number on base 17.


But remember that the Baptism Date (April 26th / Sonnet 116) was incorrectly numbered and 

FIXED?… 426


… so as to arrive at a Birth Date of April 23rd (Sonnet 113)… at the centre of the pyramid?


… so as to mirror image the ‘death’ of Oxford on June 24th (Sonnet 21) / FIXED?…  624. 




